Different type of building project

During the last six months, Bladt Industries A/S has been working intensely on the amazing cover for the great Concert Hall for the Danish National TV Channel “Danmarks Radio”.

Facts
Bladt Industries A/S’s scope of work on the great Concert Hall has included construction of the steel structure for and installation of the approximately 15,000 m² blue outer screen on the steel structures. The whole building is covered by the blue screen. The aim is to use the screen in the evening for moving images, art and text which will be shown.

The Concert Hall is approximately 26,000 m² and has capacity of 1,800 guests, 200 rooms and 7 storeys. With its height of 45 metres, the building will be an orientation point, which can be seen at a distance of several kilometres.

Finest signature
This project demonstrates, once again, Bladt Industries A/S’s will and ability to participate in carrying out specialised projects and constructions based on innovative ideas.

- Our aim is to be good at our job no matter type of project. Our finest signature put on a project is the quality of the project we deliver. This project has in many ways been a different project – to be a part of such a significant building is exciting and furthermore, the process of working with customised panels for the assignment and installation of canvas is in itself exciting, says managing director Peter Rindebæk.